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Abstract 

Behavioral intention and attitude of a consumer is dynamic and therefore the businessman providing the 

product or service should take into account the changing behavior of their customers. Every customer is 

supposed to be happy and under consumer behavior it is termed as “Hedonics”. Indian Premiere League 

is none other than a premium product of sports industry smartly designed to bring all the players from 

around the world into India and in a way develop the Sports Tourism. All these after effects are affected 

by the changing behavior and attitude the spectators or fans show towards watching this particular T20 

game of cricket.Every behavior that fans show and their attitude towards the game, towards people 

around them, towards the players are observed and the reasons for that particular positive or negative 

behavior is found out in this particular research.As social media plays an important role in understanding 

as well as provoking the behavior of the people so it is also taken into account how spectators of IPL 

reacts on social media like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Qualitative research is being carried out to 

judge the intentions of people being active on social media platforms on account of this particular sport 

match event.Our research aims to throw a light on the effects of IPL on psychology of spectators: the 

positive as well as the negative effects that people inculcate within themselves. 

Introduction 

 “Sports can create hope where once there was despair. It is more powerful than governments in breaking 

down racial barriers. It laughs in the face of all types of discrimination” – Nelson Mandela 

Indian Premiere League (IPL) is a twenty-twenty match series that is conducted every year by BCCI in the 

month of March-April. Initially there were eight teams under the name of eight big cities of India and 

cricketers from all over the world participate in this series. Actually good enough a reason to be the most 

attended cricket event in the world. Reasons behind: it is conducted in India and Indians are big fans of 

cricket. Secondly the teams are named after cities and the ethnicity enables the Indians to relate to a 
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particular team and therefore they have the fanatic nature to attend the matches. Over the last decade, we 

have witnessed a cricketing carnival in the form of the Indian Premier League. The exhilarating, edge-of-

the-seat action of the Twenty20 (T20) format, coupled with the glamor of Bollywood celebrities, global 

cricketing talent, interest of business tycoons and fan frenzy has catapulted IPL to the pinnacle of sports 

entertainment in India and the cricketing world.(Dulphs and Phelps 2018). IPL is an Indian Product, sale 

of who’s ticket has contributed to the growth in Indian GDP. On 13 September 2007, the BCCI stated the 

start of a franchise-based Twenty-twenty cricket competition called Indian Premier League whose first 

season was to start in April 2008, with a big inauguration in The Capital of India, Delhi (Wikipedia). In 

this research we have conducted a qualitative analysis through reading the past research papers on cricket, 

or any game , how does the behavior of the spectators change or get affected due to any reasons. We have 

studied the attitudes of spectators as well. As we know psychology varies with gender for an example, a 

male is more keen to watch a sport event rather than a woman. The game loyalty varies from a married 

person to LGBTQ of society.Practices like pre booking of tickets, online piracy of live telecast, sport 

travel , betting or match fixation are one or the other behavior of fans only. Some fans associate 

themselves with positive constraints while some with negative. Over the last few years digitization is 

increasing rapidly, leading to the rise in importance of Over the Top (OTT) platforms for viewership 

growth in the IPL. The tournament’s online viewership presence is perhaps best highlighted by Hotstar 

setting a world record of OTT viewership with 10.7 million concurrent viewers for the 2018 IPL final, 

beating the 2012 world record of over 8 million concurrent viewers held by YouTube for Felix 

Baumgartner’s space jump. The increasing OTT viewership trend was also observed during the previous 

edition, according to the Ernst & Young FICCI Report 2018, when the average time spent on Hotstar 

watching IPL went up from 30 to 35 minutes for IPL 9 to 40 to 45 minutes for IPL 10. Clearly, OTT 

sports viewership no longer remains a prospect, but has become an established and fast-growing market 

(Economic times). Putting an end to all uncertainty, the Board of Control for Cricket in India has 

announced that the Indian Premier League 2020 will start on September 19 and end with the final match 

on November 10. The matches will be played in the UAE and Jay Shah, the secretary of the board, has 

said, "The 53-day tournament will witness 10 afternoon matches starting at 15:30 IST, while the evening 

matches will start at 19:30 IST." 

The teams have reached UAE and we can see the posts of their practice on various social media. The 

uncertainty of conduct of the cash cow of sports is finally into an end. Virat Kohli posting Instagram 

videos getting lacs of comments show the inclination of  Indian people towards this IPL even at the time 

of national emergency. The idea of shifting the matches to UAE generated from the brilliant mind of 

BCCI president and former Indian Captain Sourav Ganguly paved the way through our eagerness to boost 

the adrenaline rush. Through this , many companies like advertising companies and many more will be 

benefitted economically amidst the economic slowdown. A ray of hope for many. The television industry 

has had the worst possible beginning to this financial year. For most of the first quarter (April-June), the 

country was in a complete lockdown, resulting in advertisers pulling out from most of their marketing 

activities. Reports suggest broadcasters might end the July-September period with a 65 per cent regrowth 
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compared to the same period last year. However, experts feel, ad spends will gain momentum on the back 

of the Indian Premier League. 

 

Figure 1.1: Points table  

The IPL 2020 being conducted in Abu Dhabi, fans were disappointed of not attending it physically but yes 

they were all excited that OTT release of the live matches of their favourite team will make their 

adrenaline rush even faster. IPL 2020 started with the match of the two consecutive champions Mumbai 

Indians Vs Chennai Super Kings. We could see the overflow of memes of MS Dhoni playing after more 

than 400 days. It was the 100th win of MSD as a skipper. We can understand the audience pressure on the 

players are not working as before as there are only virtual audience this time. Still BCCI has arranged all 

sorts of encouragement for the players like virtual cheer leaders and virtual claps and sound of joy by the 

audience as soon as there is a boundary or a wicket. Abu Dhabi is experiencing all new sort of sport 

facility all possible for us and the whole world is just because this pandemic has made a paradigm shift of 

normal. In this research we have undergone the survey of these behavioral inferences only those fans 

portray in reality. That how can craze of a particular team or player encourages people to act on several 

grounds. 

Research Questions: 

RQ1. To learn the in-depth perception about the variation in the behavior of spectators in IPL during 

Covid-19 Pandemic. 

RQ2. To understand the effect of gender on spectators’ psychology in IPL. 

RQ3. To explore the appropriate ways that enhances the efficiency of spectator’s viewing experience as 

well as revenue model of IPL. 

Literature Review 

Comparison of Behaviour between Sexual Minority and Heterosexual Sport Spectator in Thailand is the 

focus of study. How the behaviour of a sport fan is based on the gender he/she belongs to and their attitude 

towards life. LGBT and heterosexual people have different behaviour towards the volleyball league 
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conducted. They react to the win-lose situation in different way. The fan behaviour as well changes along 

with this. Spending on official merchandise is more by male than any other. The level of loyalty and 

passion is same in male and LGBTQ whereas females are lower in this. The overall involvement is most 

among LGBTQ strata. From here we can find out how in Cricket several strata react and the team loyalty 

in Case of IPL can be found [1]. 

This study revolves around Sports events and development of local economy: IPL match in Mohali. Sports 

is a new constraint adding up in travel and tourism industry. People travel internationally to have insight 

of their favourite team. This creates a platform for future tourism developing the local economy of India 

with more surge in foreign currency. The further research can be made in IPL going through interstate 

travels to watch the match of their favourite team and their psyche in doing so [2]. 

Five major factors to influence were found out named as: Team Penchants, Team achievement, Social 

Acceptance, Geographical Factor and brand association. The study is limited to only Jalandhar. We can 

analyse other parts and relate them that why are the people attracted to a particular Team. We can use this 

particular study done by Mr. Avtar Singh in recognizing behaviour those are predominantly present PAN 

India. [3] 

The association with travellers who have a game craze can upgrade sports vacationers’ involvement. From 

this qualitative study we can further explore the social and mental universe of Diversion Vacationers [4]. 

While we talk about the fantasy of cricket in India and particularly taking into consideration IPL as a 

subject, fan craze is one of the behaviour that is to be studied very keenly and precisely. Fans define a 

sport. In this paper we have taken reference of that only. Fan's Patriotism, Nostalgic relation with cricket, 

drama or craze over the game and its aftermath changes a person's behaviour towards watching one day 

cricket. IPL is a 20-20 match. The behaviour of people according to these stated factors might vary. This 

paper provides chance for that [5]. 

The gender and sexual orientation of a person can affect the behaviour to the sports. It might be the case in 

IPL as well. So from this paper we have read how Masculinity affects a fan behaviour and from a cultural 

passion cricket could become national obsession. We have taken into account fan Behaviour of people of 

Bangladesh and their obsession with any particular IPL team. From this we can analyse the behaviour that 

IPL in inducing in people worldwide because most of the franchises take overseas players [6]. 

IPL has an effect to the social environment. We have seen malpractices like betting, match fixing as well. 

Effect of IPL on crime or fan behaviour coming out as a crime is not what is desired. Here from this paper 

this side is taken into account which we can relate. Increase in crimes from 1990=2016 with an alarming 

rate as the craze over any mega sport event increases [7]. 

The IPL is carried out in the different cities of India, in major cities like Mumbai, Eden Gardens: Kolkata, 

Mohali and all other large metropolitan city. Fans tend to travel to these stadiums to witness live matches. 

The migration for few days especially during match time causes traffic to increase. This paper talks about 

Alternative Traffic management strategies to overwhelm the negative impacts of conduction of a big sport 

event in a densely populated city of India. The paper says that IPL spectator's patience altered after being 
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struck in a Traffic Jam while going to watch a match. So again the attitude changing is associated with 

respect to IPL [8]. 

The national game for India is Hockey then how cricket is most loved? How it generates so much cash? 

9 inferences like ease of playing, better infrastructure, brand value, physical quotient, world class 

cricketers, strong governing body, sponsors, advertisement and IPL craze has made Cricket the most loved 

sport in India. From this paper we can further see that which game in particular like one day T20 or test 

match is most popular and why [9]. 

Covid-19 Pandemic has put the OTT platforms as saviour to boredom as well as IPL has been made the 

eye candy. Wherever you are you can have a glance at the match starting from 7.30 PM on hot star. 

Studies by Earnet and Young say that hotstar is the most popular OTT platform in India due to its reach to 

almost all the TV daily soaps. Every day during this IPL time there are over 60 lac spectators watching 

IPL through Hotstar Live holding either a VIP or Premium subscription. This paper talks about 62 % 

growth in IPL digital viewership and craze over hotstar. But there is malpractices present here too. Online 

Piracy declining sale of Live Tickets and affecting economy [10] 

We all know that a worldwide emergency has occurred due to the pandemic that has happened named as 

COVID 19. The mega event in cricket named IPL that is conducted every year was postponed but finally 

BCCI has decided to conduct it in Abu Dhabi. The superb stadium with fabulous facility promotes the 

positive side of this Middle East country. Many visitors are wishing to travel and waiting for a chance. A 

major advantage of IPL is it promotes tourism. This paper talks about UAE and the sports tourism. Sports 

events have become an instrument for host countries to use to brand their destination. The United Arab 

Emirates (UAE) which is recognized as the fastest growing tourism hot spot with a growth rate of 10.4% 

in 2013 is combining sport and tourism to boost its economy and improve its already superb brand image. 

Sports events hosting in country will increase domestic brand recognition more [11]. 

The result shows that the core product of quality dimensions of the team characteristics and player 

performance are related significantly to the negative emotions of the anxiety and both positive emotions of 

excitement and emotions. How in cricket positive and negative emotions of a spectators are directly 

related to intentions [12]. 

We have seen researchers to determine whether consumers to form some intention to buy product or 

services produced by IPL. The survey was conducted in PCA cricket stadium. We can continue the study 

further to assess the effects of sport sponsorship on consumer buying intention [13]. 

This study reveal that bowler’s prior economy rate and the height have influenced the performance 

significantly, while the handedness and the bowling style have not shown a statistical significance on the 

performance. The study is on format of cricket and this study is to identify the bowler characteristics 

which impact bowlers’ performance [14]. 

From this paper we have read about the global processes, there was a tangible shift in the cultural 

economy of sports from the developed nations of the west to the developing nations. We can further study 

how the globalization of sports impact the cricket and the role of cricket format [15]. 
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Hiremath, G., Venkatesh, H. and choudhury, M. (2019) find that the team winning the IPL tittle in a 

season has positive impact on the returns of the sponsor stock of a particular team whereas loss of the 

team has a negative impact on return. The present investigation is first of kind to test whether the 

performance of the IPL cricket team can influence stock returns of sponsor [16]. 

Here Purohit, H. (2014) brought an insight to how with IPL gaining ground in India and tourist 

momentum on a rise there is a need to analyse the attitude of NRI based in Middle East. Analysis of 

different factors of spectators can be analysed easily [17]. 

The article focus on the two thing one is mappings sponsorship and other is impact of micro level factors 

on sponsorship linked marketing. Knowledge of the academicians who will able to understand the 

potential of future research that could be done further [18]. 

The stadium atmosphere scales developed in this study demonstrate sound psychometric properties based 

on various rabidity and validity test. The stadium atmosphere scale developed will be of particular use for 

sports marketers and management [19]. 

Souvik, N. (2015) focuses on the case of Kolkata Knight Riders that fans are attached not just to their 

local icons but also local sports grounds. From here fan behaviour can be studied as in how local stars and 

grounds impact the different teams in Indian premier league [20]. 

This paper is particularly written on the experience of the spectators after IPL launched the Virtual reality 

option for their spectators. The spectators have a very positive response for the newly launched Virtual 

Reality option as they have a more immersive experience. Spectators can have 360-degree view of the 

whole field setup with improved graphics. The paper primarily focuses on the interactivity of the 

spectator, while watching IPL matches in the augmented reality or on the OTT platforms. After reviewing 

this research paper, we can have an insight of the spectator’s priorities shift in accordance to the 

technological advancements like OTT platforms or VR for watching an IPL game. [21] 

In this paper, the analytical research has been done over the trend of Over The Top (OTT) platforms in 

Indian market, and what affect do the sports leagues like IPL or FIFA had on the growth of the users in the 

case of OTT platforms. Initially OTT platforms had an image of an expensive source of  platforms. But 

with passage of time, Indian Spectators have started opting OTT platforms as their prime source of the 

entertainment. During IPL 2019 there were 300 million active users who viewed the IPL on OTT 

platforms. Through the information we gathered from the paper, we can research on the how IPL has 

helped OTT platforms to gain more number of subscribers especially in the year of 2020. [22] 

This paper revolves around the topic, how OTT could match the quality of live broadcast. As the there are 

certain limitations in the case of using OTT platforms over live broadcasts, especially in the case of sports 

leagues. Spectators feel annoyed when they experience the lag of 20-30 seconds as compared to the live 

broadcasts. This issue was notice during the FIFIA 2018 world cup and 2019 IPL. Along with this, 

another issue of low picture quality on TV also persists. The paper has also recommended some solutions 

like artificial intelligence, and low-latency common media application format (CMAF). Further research 

can be done how sites streaming the sports leagues can optimize their website, so that spectators do not 

have to experience such issue. [23] 
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In this research paper, the detailed research has been done on what basis millennial choose OTT 

platforms. The research shows that the factors like Convenience, mobility, content and subscription 

strategies. It has been found that OTT platforms with easy subscription plan tend to have more number of 

users, in some cases like Netflix, content factor overpowers the subscription factor. Further research can 

be done that how to design cheap but profitable subscription plans particularly for the IPL season, to gain 

more spectators. [24] 

This research paper revolves around how millennials are driving changes in the sports industry in the 

modern India. It has been seen that millennial have driven the industry od sports in new way. Due to 

difference in the pattern of viewership, the most prominent change was brought by IPL they made their 

live streaming available at hotstar at cheap rates. Due to cheap and reasonable rates a huge increase in 

spectators of IPL on OTT platform has been noticed. We can further research on how can millennial 

spectator’s experience can be enhanced on OTT platforms while watching IPL. [25] 

In this paper, the research is done online piracy of live sports telecast in India. The research shows that the 

rate of online piracy of live sports leagues like IPL is increasing day by day, due increase in number of 

smartphone users and cheap tariff plans. As In the year of 2017, it is recorded that there were 

approximately 117 websites which were illegally live streaming the IPL tournaments which has resulted a 

notable loss in the number of spectators. The paper has concluded that a strict law should be made to 

counter the online piracy. Further research can be done on how to counter the new cases seem in 2020 like 

online piracy of live IPL matches on Facebook and Instagram Live from personal public accounts, as they 

are very difficult to track, hence resulting in notable loss in viewership of IPL matches on OTT platforms. 

[26] 

This paper has worked on the effects of OTT platforms on developing spectators from overseas. They 

have researched on English Premiere League’s fan in Singapore. The results have shown that through 

OTT platforms various sports Leagues not only getting Spectators from the overseas but few OTT 

platform’s strategies have also increased it’s spectator’s travel intentions. As the studies have shown that 

sports tourism can be very fruitful, as it can generate a lot of revenue for the hoisting region. We can 

further take this research towards the direction of designing some strategies for OTT platforms like 

Hotstar to inculcate viewership from the overseas. [27] 

In this paper, the precise research has been done on the inter related factors affecting the possibility of a 

customer buying the subscription of an OTT platforms in the year of 2020. Through various experiments 

conducted, flexibility, content, variety and social status are the factors according to the paper, which are 

mainly responsible for influencing a customer’s will to buy the subscription of an OTT platform. We can 

study these factors and their affects and further, we can research on how we can satisfy all these factors 

efficiently in order to gain more spectators for IPL viewership on OTT platforms. [28] 

This paper contains a detailed research based on how sports leagues like IPL are getting successful in 

developing sports market like India. There are various reasons or factors responsible for the success of 

sports leagues in India. After the analysis of the data collected from the sports, financial and operations 

experts, the success of the sports can be summarised into two broad categories, operational factors like 
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league-federation relationship, scheduling and infrastructure and fan acceptability factors like marketing 

communications and match-day experience. As sports leagues like IPL or Pro-Kabaddi were able to 

satisfy the above-mentioned factors, so they were able generate enormous amount of revenue. Further 

research can be done on the different revenue model of sports leagues like IPL in India. [29] 

In this paper, the research has been done on the, sustainability of IPL financial revenue strategies. Some 

issues like match fixing, hiding of profits generated figures by franchise owners and variations in demand 

from the audience side  has resulted into reduction of the revenue generated from advertisements and other 

sources. In the paper IPL revenue model has been divided into two categories, central streams that are 

franchise owners  cost paid to BCCI and other rights revenue and the other is de-central streams  which 

are various sponsors like Pepsi, DLF etc. Though it is a robust model but somewhere it is lacking to 

generate enough profits margins to sustain the League for the longer time. In recommendations, IPL 

should have a specialised dedicated team to keep check on all types of accounts and financial statements. 

We can further research on what more should be added to revenue model of IPL to make it more affective. 

[30] 

This paper has detailed research on measuring the performances of teams in Indian sports leagues like 

IPL, and also found a relation between the performance of the team in IPL and revenue generated by the 

same. The paper shows that if an IPL team does not perform well on the field and it has been seen that the 

revenue generated also declines off the field accordingly. We can further research on how to make 

revenue generated by an IPL team or any other Indian sports Leagues Team, less dependent on the on-

field performance of the same team. [31] 

In this paper, the research has been done on the relation of ROI (return of investment) and investment 

appraisal. The research shows that in sports leagues like PSL of Pakistan, the investment appraisal was not 

even considered by PCB as PSL was not able generate great ROI in its initial phase, but later it has been 

seen that the returns started varying due to the franchise popularity, hence investment appraisal was also 

considered thereafter. Further research can be done on how to make Indian franchises of different sports 

leagues like Pro-kabaddi, IPL etc so that investors get motivated to invest more in the leagues. [32] 

This paper has a detailed research on the emergence of sports market in India. India has grabbed attentions 

of many from the overseas, one of the prime reasons is its rapidly growing sports industry. But India is 

facing trouble in managing and administrative issue. The research shows the lack of professional 

management in the case of sports industry of India. Due to these reasons the factor of mismanagement of 

monetary funds related to sports events and leagues also comes into the picture. And together all these 

issues are hampering the growth of sports market in India. We can further research on the ways to 

overcome the management and administrative issues in a more efficient and cheaper way because at the 

end any league or sports event want to end up with good profit margins. [33] 
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Research Methodology 

A total of 33 electronic databases related to Indian Premier League and the behavioral Intentions of 

spectators were analyzed. The electronic databases comprised of various Published Journals, Published 

Research Articles, and Few Book’s related Chapters. We have searched all the mentioned databases from 

google scholar. The data from databases used were analyzed through various techniques in accordance to 

type of data. Few of the journals were having random research samples from which most were from 

secondary sources like Bibliography, Literature Reviews and Book References. Some of the papers, 

Quantitative Methodology has been used for Primary data in the form of Questionnaire, which then turned 

into papers and Qualitative Methodology has been used for Secondary data. In the data, where the 

objective is to find a new formula for the better and efficient results, Theory Building Analysis Technique 

has been used and in the papers where the main aim was to develop conclusion, The Exploratory Analysis 

Technique has been used. After all the Analysis Part we have dug out the Findings for the respective 

researched papers and noted it down. We have used the findings to fill the research gaps, i.e. How these 

conclusions, results or finding can be used for the further studies and researches and for the betterment of 

different organizations, firms and various sports leagues. 

The entire process of collecting information and analysis is done step by step. 

1. Preparation of questionnaire: 

Questionnaires are really important in order to collect primary data for a particular research. In our 

research of the changing behavior and attitudes of IPL spectators as there were no research carried 

out before, so secondary data was not available. We collected the views of people of different age 

groups across the country on various parameters set manually by us.  

Due to the emergency situation in the country because of Covid-19, the manual query of 

questionnaire was not possible. We have made a Google form containing 20 questions i.e., 

multiple choice questions, either a binary question having Yes or No or question in 5 point Likert 

Scale. 

2. Sample Size:  

The sample size of this research is 207 though we have targeted more how much we could do 

through filling online form. The pandemic situation is on and it’s not manually possible to conduct 

a survey. The sample belongs to specifically to the country India. People from all across the 

country were sent the questionnaire over internet and the people are of varying profession and 

varying age. 

There were age groups of 18-25, 25-35, 35-50 and 50 and above. Gender was either male or 

female. Several questions related to the watching behavior of them were noted. We also checked 

whether their marital status had any effect on the behavior of the spectators. 
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3. Instrument : 

Statistical instrument to analyze the behavior and carry out the exact research we want to. The best 

suited tool to this is SPSS , R programming and Python. All of them analyze the data and visualize 

the data and its dependency in a very user friendly way. Taking care of all the pros and cons of 

every other statistical tool and ease of analysis, R language is used to perform Exploratory factor 

analysis. Earlier to performing EFA on a syntactical tool, Exploratory Data Analysis was 

performed importing data into python. 

Firstly, the data was analyzed and then the visualization was done in Python taking seven factors all 

together. 

 

Figure 1 : Data Description 

Results and Discussion 

The visualization was done statistically with the help of graphs of relating each factor with the other and 

then correlation matrix is visualized in Heat Map for a clear understanding. 

Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is used to answer questions, test business assumptions, generate 

hypothesis for further analysis. Here we have described the data, visualized the pattern, and statistically 

visualized the data correlated with each other taking seven factors altogether namely: 

'Repeat Telecast','Increased OTT Spectators after Covid-

19','Pandemic Effect ','Impact of Foreign Host','Active Spectator','Missing Stadium?','fandom after Covid-

19’. 
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Figure 2: Exploratory data analysis 

We can see the diagonal correlation to be 1, and the visualization graph accordingly. 

Pairplot was done on all the rows but on seven chosen factors or columns. Size of the plot is kept as 2, for 

better visualization. Now heatmap is one of the features of machine learning, where a correlation matrix is 

visualized with different color shades for any layman to understand that where the correlation is more and 

where it is less. 
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Figure 3: Heat Map of correlation matrix 

After the visualization in Python, Exploratory factor analysis was performed. Exploratory Factor Analysis 

is the procedure, where data is broken into subsets or smaller sets and summary of variables and the 

people who have responded are correlated and a result is obtained. The respondents have answered a 

questionnaire containing a set of questions answered in likert scale where 1 is strongly disagree and 5 

being the highest rating of Strongly agree. The results are obtained in a documented format in R as below:  

 

Figure 5.3: EFA results 
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Figure 4: EFA elaborated 

After performing exploratory factor analysis, Eigen Value is calculated, and then communality and 

uniqueness is calculated as follows: 

 

 

Figure 5: Eigen value, Communality and Uniqueness of data 

The results are described as follows: 

Eigen value calculated for the exploratory factor analysis is found out to be: 2.547 

Communality and uniqueness of the factors are the two sides of coin where, 
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Communality= 1- uniqueness. 

The calculated values for the same are 0.12 and 0.879, respectively. 

After performing several statistical and syntactical analysis techniques, we can summarize the result as: 

Active Spectators and the people who miss stadium due to pandemic are keener to watch the repeat 

telecast. 

Active spectators and the people who have an interest in watching repeat telecast have a positive and 

better view on OTT platforms showcasing IPL during and after this pandemic. 

Pandemic has resulted in increased number of OTT spectators and fandom of the people watching the 

game irrespective of gender. 

The foreign host i.e., decision of IPL 2020 being held in UAE has resulted in increased OTT spectators 

and people missed watching in stadium. 

The active spectators watch repeat telecast, use OTT platform and do miss watching in stadium and 

pandemic could barely affect their activeness. 

The fandom after the pandemic Covid-19, has been inferred from people missing the feel of watching 

from stadium as for the first time in the history of IPL, it was held in a foreign country with proper covid 

restrictions, new set of rules by BCCI and no spectators allowed. 

Conclusion: 

Restate thesis statement behavioral intentions and attitude of IPL spectators depends on various factors. 

We have studied a lot of research paper which include domestic as well as foreign behavioral intentions 

and attitude of spectators in which we examine the relationship among the core product quality, team 

characteristics, player performance but the most important thing how the spectator emotions like anxiety, 

dejection, and happiness depends on the team which they are supporting. The renowned team Royal 

challenger Bangalore which is only known for the dominating player like Virat Kohli, Ab de Villiers but 

unfortunately they lost every time in Indian premier league but they have a huge fan following across the 

nation and worldwide also whether they win or lose the match but their fan still supports them and lot of 

companies and the renowned brand also sponsor them because of they have a brand face like Virat Kohli. 

Franchises like Kolkata Knight Riders in Indian premier league also known for the brand face that is Shah 

Rukh Khan. Spectators buy different products that are sponsored by Kolkata Knight Riders and fans are 

emotionally attached to the teams. As we studied the papers player performance, spectator behavior, 

although it is positive or negative, depends on the team performance. It also provides useful information 

for sports marketing executives, suggesting that they strive for unique organizational advantages and 

employ them in their marketing messages when their team is unsuccessful. Sports sponsorship has been 

used in India for the marketing purpose of a different brand for many years. Another factor is stock prices 

of firms also depend on the winner or losing of the team. The team wins Indian premier league title in a 
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season has a positive impact on the returns of the sponsor stock of particular team whereas loss of team 

negative impact on return. 

After conducting statistical analysis and survey we conclude that male and female have equal perception 

and love for cricket in India and their reaction for Indian Premiere League is not distinctive. They are 

taking similar efforts and this is appreciated in the diversified country from all the strata of society and 

every nook of the country. The fandom after the pandemic Covid 19, has been inferred from people 

missing the feel of watching from stadium as for the first time in the history of IPL, it was held in a 

foreign country with proper covid restrictions, new set of rules by BCCI and no spectators allowed. There 

has been an increase in OTT platforms like Hotstar who telecasted the match in live. People during this 

pandemic took to social networking sites to thank Mr. Sourav Ganguly, President of BCCI who took this 

initiative to conduct the IPL in foreign country to give a ray of entertainment during stressful situation of 

pandemic. The fans kept on showing their fandom, loyalty and love towards their team and kept 

supporting them virtually. This are the beauty of IPL, one of the most popular leagues of all time so far. 
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